Type: Sativa

Moonshine Haze

Afterlife OG

Type: Indica-dominant hybrid

Lineage: Amnesia Haze x Neville’s Wreck

Lineage: Ghostrider OG x Starfighter F2 TA

Seed Company: Rare Dankness

Seed Company: Exotic Genetix

Scent: Pine Sol, Haze, Fruit Punch

Scent: Lemons, pine, sweet

Flavor: Lemons

Effects: Uplifting feeling, Minor sedation.

Effects: Creative productive high

Medicinal Effects: Anxiety, Depression

Medicinal Effects: Stress

Notes:
The After Life project took over a year to accomplish. Now not only is the
powerful Ghostrider OG showcased, but enhanced with a second layer of
frost! Expect a solid OG, and a pungent aromatic funk. Phenomenal for
the nostrils!!! Starfighter mixes genetics from Alien Tahoe OG and Lemon
Alien Dawg to create a sweetly aromatic, uplifting hybrid that boasts its
potency with a sparkling coat of star-like trichomes.

Notes:
The sativa-dominant Nevil’s Wreck from Rare Dankness Seeds crosses
Arcata Trainwreck and Neville’s Haze in a spicy, floral fusion that lifts
depression and sharpens the appetite. Nevil’s Wreck tends to exhibit
uplifting, alert sativa effects, but some phenotypes may express more
indica-like heaviness. With earthy flavors of lemons and citrus, Amnesia
Haze is a perfect strain to start your day with a smile. The uplifting,
energetic buzz is one you won’t soon forget. Its genetics have been
traced back to the South Asian and Jamaican landrace strains, and this
Cannabis Cup winner (1st place 2004, 1st place Sativa Cup 2012) has
since been popularized in the coffee shops of Amsterdam.

Type: hybrid

Type: Hybrid

Jack Skellington

Light Saber

Lineage: Girl Scout Cookies x Mr. White (The White x Bubba Kush x OG
Kush)Seed Company: Exotic Genetix

Scent: Very sweet berry, hint of grape

Appearance: Purple and Neon Green.

Effects: Appetite and stomach soothing, strong body effects

Scent: Sweet, and Earthy.

Notes:
Flavorful and covered in trichomes this strain is truly beautiful. The buds
range in color from green to pink to purple and smell as good as they
look. Very balanced smoke that can be enjoyed at any time of the day.

Flavor: Berries, and Earthy.

Scent: Cherry, fruits, slight hazy lemon

Effects: Intense and strong mind numbing potency, instant euphoria
and mental clarity, introspective and creative even through the mental
confusion that comes with the potency.
Medicinal Effects: Stress, IBS
Notes:
Jack Skellington by TGA Genetics is a 70% sativa cross between Killer
Queen and Jack the Ripper. TGA sought out the most resin-heavy
phenotypes of each parent for an ideal, crystal-coated offspring. With a
fruity citrus and diesel aroma, Jack Skellington promises an intensely
psychoactive experience that brings creativity and introspection to a new
level.

Captain Cook

Seed Company: Exotic Genetix

Seed Company: TGA Genetics

unmistakable G-13 flavor.

Type: Hybrid

Lineage: Starfighter F1 x Predator Pink

Lineage: Killer Queen x Jack The Ripper

Flavor: Limes, astringent, fruity, slight Haze influence and the

Kimbo Kush

Type: Indica-dominant hybrid
Lineage: Blackberry Kush x Starfighter F2
Seed Company: Exotic Genetix
Appearance: Dark green and bright purple.
Flavor: Berries.
Effects: Heavy physical effect. Night time smoke!
Medicinal Effects: Stress, spasms.
Notes:
With Kimbo the idea was to take the beautiful and potent Platinum Blackberry
Kush and combine it with the Frost on frost of the F2 male. Mission
accomplished. The results range from dark and frosty to darker and frostier! She
has nice sturdy colorful flowers and adds an additional element of frost appeal.
Mostly hearty berry flavors and smells, while keeping the power of stone in tact
with this heavy hitter.

Effects: Full body relaxation, Sleepy, Euphoric.
Medicinal Effects: Stress, Insomnia, Severe Pain, Appetite Loss.
Notes:
Captain Cook has it all. It is a very sweet and earthy tasting strain. The
Girl Scout Cookies color and style really comes out in this strain. Spear
shaped buds that are completely covered in resin. The Mr. White part in
the strain just adds on top of that frost. This is a very heavy hitter!

G13 Skunk

Type: Indica Dominant

Lineage: G13 x Skunk #1
Company: Mr. Nice
Aroma: Skunk and pine
Effects: Mild, mostly body high
Notes:
Yet another one of our old school varieties. The Skunk #1 in this cross
brings with it that trademark skunk smell everyone remembers. Add that
with the G-13’s potency and you get a perfect balance of flavor and
strength.

CBD Mix

Type: Mostly Indica

Seed Company: CBD Crew
Scent: Earthy, spicy, oranges
Notes:
Our mix of CBD specific cannabis was created by some of the world’s top
breeders.

White Knuckles
Type: Hybrid
Lineage: Kimbo Kush x Mr. White
Company: Exotic Genetix
Appearance: large round resin coated nugs
Scent: Creamy Hash with a bit of a pungent bite
Flavor: Hashy but sweet
Effects: Lethargic, sedation
Medical Benefits: Sleep aide, anxiety, muscle spasms
Notes:
White Knuckles is a wonderful combination of new and old schools. The
old school Blackberry Kush grandmother to this hybrid lends her sweet
berry undertones and her huge trichome heads. While the Mr. White
father ads the new school pungent aromas and its amazing trichrome
production. A great nighttime smoke for anyone with muscle spasms or
trouble sleeping.

IGH Kush

Type: Indica
Lineage: Pakistani Chitral Kush x Chemdawg DD Garlic
Appearance: Purple hues.
Scent: Garlic, berries, citrus.
Flavor: Fruity, Garlic.
Effects: Relaxed, Sleepy, Euphoric.
Medicinal Effects: Anxiety, Pain, Insomnia.
Notes:
IGH Kush is a cross of Pakistani Chitral Kush and Chemdawg DD Garlic. It is a
very heavy indica leaning strain. This strain is appreciated for its advanced resin
production. IGH Kush emits a diverse bouquet of aromas ranging from earthy
caramel to sweet notes of fruits and berries. This strain provides a powerful
relaxing body effect that helps to avoid anxieties and pain, as well as inducing
sleep when needed.

Type: Hybrid

El Jefe

Type: Indica-dominant hybrid

Lineage: AE77 Cali O x Mt. Rainier

Lineage: Abusive OG x RD1

Seed Company: Redeyed Genetics

Seed Company: Rare Dankness

Scent: Orange rinds.

Appearance: Dense buds and bright orange hairs.

Flavor: Oranges

Scent: Spicy lemons, Hash.

Effects: Mellow body high

Effects: Mental punch and full body high.

Medicinal Effects: Depression and stress

Medicinal Effects: Pain relief, Insomnia, Chemotherapy, Gastrointestinal
Issues, AIDS, Glaucoma, Cancer.

Notes:
Outlaw Orange is RedEyed Genetics take on the Orange Terpene profile.
AE77 Cali-O is known for its unprecedented orange rind smell and taste.
AE77 Cali-O is a great medical strain for depression and stress with
a nice mellow high. Our goal in crossing the Mt. Rainier to the AE77
Cali-O is bring the orange terpene profile over to the super stable frosty
Mt. Rainier gene pool. We also are expecting the Mt. Rainier to increase
the structure on the AE77 Cali-O taking her from a single cola plant to a
bushier plant.

Type: Hybrid

Green Ribbon BX

Notes:
Rare Dankness El Jefe is a full on Hash and Kush taste and scent, with
a note of spicy lemon/pine. Has a potent high that packs a mental
punch as well as a full body high. Has a very dense bud structure.

G13 Skunk

Type: Indica Dominant

Lineage: G13 x Skunk #1
Company: Mr. Nice

Lineage: Green Ribbon x The Hulk

Aroma: Skunk and pine

Seed Company: Exotic Genetix

Effects: Mild, mostly body high

Appearance: Light green buds.

Notes:
Yet another one of our old school varieties. The Skunk #1 in this cross
brings with it that trademark skunk smell everyone remembers. Add that
with the G-13’s potency and you get a perfect balance of flavor and
strength.

Scent: Fresh squeezed limes.
Flavor: Earthy, Fruity.
Effects: Energetic, heady feeling.
Medicinal Effects: Depression, creativity.
Notes:
Green Ribbon is a 50/50 hybrid that tends towards the sativa side when it
comes to effects; patients report an energetic, heady feeling when using it.
Originating in San Jose, California, this strain includes some Green Crack
but the status of the other parent is unknown, with Trainwreck, Afghanica,
and White Rhino all contenders. The light green buds have a subtle floral
scent and are slightly fruity, lending to an earthy taste. Green Ribbon
generally has a high THC content around 18-20%.

Night Terror OG
Type: Hybrid
Lineage: Blue Dream x Rare Dankness #1
Seed Company: Rare Dankness
Appearance: Dense purple flowers.
Scent: Pine and spices.
Flavor: Light blueberry on the inhale, OG earthy floral on the exhale.
Effects: Full body high.
Medicinal Effects: Pain, insomnia, Chemotherapy, Gastrointestinal Issues, AIDS,
Glaucoma, and PTSD.
Notes:
Taking the Blue Dream genetics and crossing it with RD#1 OG gives one
an experience of a nice full-body high from the OG side, but with a cerebral
experience from the little sativa influence left in it. Being a hybrid, you get the best
of both worlds with this strain. The effect is instant, long lasting, with that classic
OG lift. The hit starts with a lite, ever so lite, blueberry/fruity inhale, with the Classic
OG Kush on the exhale.

Outlaw Orange

Type: Hybrid

Bullfighter

Lineage: Afghani Bullrider x Starfighter F2
Seed Company: Exotic Genetix
Effects: Very heavy head rush, creativity.
Medicinal Effects: Insomnia, Chronic Pain, and Anxiety.
Notes:
Bullfighter is pretty to look at, with light green buds covered in orange
hair, and has a strong sweet and sour smell with some piney freshness.
This strain is a heavy hitter that delivers a strong body without the full
sedative effects some indicas can have; it heads straight to the brain and
may boost creative thoughts while providing physical relaxation. With its
high levels of THC Bullfighter is recommended for chronic pain, insomnia,
and anxiety.

Scott’s OG

Type: Hybrid
Lineage: Triangle Kush x RD1
Seed Company: Rare Dankness
Scent: Lemon kush, Pungent citrus.
Effects: Extremely potent, Euphoric.
Medicinal Effects: Body pain, appetite, headaches, and insomnia.
Notes:
A fanatic resinous flower producing strain. The beautiful flowers produces a
wonderful pungent lemon/kushy smell. Is extremely potent, not for the lite user.

